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Truth value system

HELPING PEOPLE
FIND THEIR WAY
BACK TO TRUTH!

There are many people today that believe

that there is no absolute truth in our

world.  They believe that truth is what truth is to
you, sound silly.  There are those who chase
pleasures of life and needed a way to justify their
choices, making truth be what you want it to be
allows for this to happen.  The problem is truth
never changes or goes away just because we want to
make it �t into our lives to justify our choices

  

Let us look at some very basic truth in our lives.

 

 

 

Gravity do not lie, steal, covet other people’s stuff, do unto others as we would have done to

us.

 

Sowing, reaping, and planting. There are some basic laws of our land that are founded in truth. 

 

Words have the power of life and death.

 

 

 

 

 

These items are not actually disputed in our colleges or in any circles we know these exist.

There are incredible amounts of studies done to show apart from even the bible these are true

working in our world in the past, present, and for the future. These are not changing.

 

So why do people try to say one thing is true one monument then soon after changing their

minds?

The idea that truth is what we make it to be has ran deep into our nation’s fabric, politics,

governments, personal lives, business dealing, it is based in pride.  Pride is something that
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Key one: Truth is Absolute 

TRUTH IS ABSOLUTE 
When Children are playing, we find ourselves helping to settle disputes by asking questions

and looking at what facts are presented.  There is a question asked almost every time, what

happened or is wrong? We are seeking to find the truth of the situation to help our children. 

Truth is the fabric our lives evolve around. 

The example of two children playing with

some toys when they find out each one wants

the same one comes to mind.  We hear

arguing, crying, or even pushing and shoving

happening. As the investigation happens, we

are told two sides to a story, she took my toy

and he took my toy. Whose toy is it? Are they

supposed to be sharing toys? These are truth

questions we must ask ourselves before

giving our famous answers of just share,

because why we should share and who's toys

these are is key in truth as well. 

 Children are very smart and learning quickly.

If they are told correctly in a truth centered

way the reasons, truth of ownership, and

correct behavior it brings teaching that will

last a lifetime to them.  They are learning to

resolve conflict, understanding ownership,

and learning how to share things in life. 

There are many other lessons they are

learning attached to these times all day long

that happen in their lives. 

Remember the phrase be careful someone is

watching what you do?  Kids watch their

parents, adults, and people they encounter all

the time and learn like a sponge.  They soak

up so much information and it becomes part

of their understanding, habits, and character. 

Truth is a fact, not a theory, thought, or

half-truth. Truth is a principle, a way to

live, behave, become, and so much

more. 

The bible is truth! Well, I have some

people who may agree with that

statement but most today do not agree. 

How do we know that the bible is truth?

Here are a few examples:

Entire cultures, countries, even globally

acceptable life principles are based upon

it.  The Bible is the greatest selling

History book ever written, fact. Factually

events told before, after, and even during

its writing is inside its pages.  The

Romans, cities, cultures, and so many

other things written about are listed in

many other writings of History we all

except and understand as accurate. 

Look at moral facts: Lying harms us and

our relationships. People from every

culture and all around the world have

learned this principle and struggle with it

every day. Murder, stealing, hate, anger

and sin not, love, kindness, peace, and

the list could go on. Proven facts we all

deal with and face every day in our lives.

Moral facts we even adopt into our laws

in many cases. 

The small study book is not meant to give

you all the evidence for it would take

books to do that and still more could be

written but I will give some places to get

facts and truth. Just a quick note, to

goggle something is not to be presented

with facts but often opinions mostly.

Research is done completely differently

than a simple search on the internet or

asking uncle so and so.  The study book

is meant to start a discussion of truth and

open your mind for a journey of living a

life of truth. 
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Key 2: We are given a list of truth

There are many people today who try to develop their own system for truth. Jesus said in

scripture I am the way, the truth, and the life in John chapter 14. It is impossible to separate

absolute truth from Jesus teachings.  The facts are that Jesus is God's Son sent from heaven to

earth as a sacrifice for sins.  We even divide our calendar with these events BC & AD.

There is no denying Jesus exists in all of history there are accurate accounts even outside the

bible. The problem many people find is they want logical answers to the question.  God is all

about faith, truth, and spiritual things.  To know truth a person must also learn to step in faith. 

Faith requires action with truth involved. When a farmer wants to grow a crop of corn, he must

plan out the steps in faith believing that these actions will produce a crop.  Truthful steps are

incorporated with the faith if truth is applied the corn will grow and a harvest will come. 

Our own lives are work in the same manner we need truth working with faith to fulfill our lives

purposes.  We grow as people when we apply truthful principles, values, understanding with

the faith to believe these will produce results.  These are topics to research with others or alone

to study truth in these areas of our lives and the last section is about Jesus. 

Truth in our lives focuses into these areas. 

These subjects are some of the most important areas we face with truth

or not. These are critical areas we need to allow truth to shine in our lives

to help us become all we can be in Christ.  

Marriages     integrity 

lying stealing

dealings with people

Love 

Health, mentally, spiritually, physically

Politics

Business

Family Friendships

Leadership

attitudes

Anger

Workplace

internet 

phones 

thought life

Golden rule 

Growth as people

Learning 
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Key 2: We are given a list of truth

Here is a list of truth about Jesus. We should be looking at these if we are Christlike
disciples or followers. We are to be like Christ growing in our own lives.

 

1. Jesus claimed to be God, John 8:24; 8:56-59 (see Exodus 3:14); John 10:30-33

2. Jesus is called God, John 1:1, 14; 20:28; Col. 2:9; Titus 2:13; Heb. 1:8

3. Jesus is the image of the invisible God, Heb. 1:3

4. Jesus abides forever, Heb. 7:24

5. Jesus created all things, John 1:1-3; Col. 1:15-17

6. Jesus is before all things, John 1:1-3; Col. 1:17;

7. Jesus is eternal, John 1:1, 14; 8:58; Micah 5:1-2

8. Jesus is honored the same as the Father, John 5:23

9. Jesus is prayed to, Acts 7:55-60; 1 Cor. 1:2 with Psalm 116:4; (John 14:14)

10. Jesus is worshipped,  Matt. 2:2, 11; 14:33; John 9:35-38; Heb. 1:6

11. Jesus is omnipresent, Matt. 18:20; 28:20 

12. Jesus is with us always, Matt. 28:20

13. Jesus is our only mediator between God and ourselves, 1 Tim. 2:5

14. Jesus is the guarantee of a better covenant, Heb. 7:22; 8:6

15. Jesus said, "I AM the Bread of Life", John 6:35, 41, 48, 51

16. Jesus said, "I AM the Door", John 10:7, 9

17. Jesus said, "I AM the Good Shepherd", John 10:11, 14

18. Jesus said, "I AM the Way the Truth and The Life", John 14:6

19. Jesus said, "I AM the Light of the world", John 8:12; 9:5; 12:46; Luke 2:32

20. Jesus said, "I AM the True Vine", John 15:1, 5

21. Jesus said, "I AM the Resurrection and the Life", John 11:25

22. Jesus said, "I AM the First and the Last", Rev. 1:17; 2:8; 22:13

23. Jesus always lives to make intercession for us, Heb. 7:25

24. Jesus cleanses from sin, 1 John 1:9

25. Jesus cleanses us from our sins by His blood, Rev. 1:5; Rom. 5:9

26. Jesus forgives sins, Matt. 9:1-7; Luke 5:20; 7:48

27. Jesus saves forever, Matt. 18:11; John 10:28; Heb. 7:25

28. Jesus discloses Himself to us, John 14:21

29. Jesus draws all men to Himself, John 12:32

30. Jesus gives eternal life, John 10:28; 5:40

31. Jesus resurrects, John 5:39; 6:40, 44, 54; 11:25-26

32. Jesus gives joy, John 15:11

33. Jesus gives peace, John 14:27

34. Jesus has all authority, Matt. 28:18; John 5:26-27; 17:2; 3:35

35. Jesus judges, John 5:22, 27

36. Jesus knows all men, John 16:30; John 21:17

37. Jesus opens the mind to understand scripture, Luke 24:45

38. Jesus received honor and glory from the Father,  2 Pet. 1:17

39. Jesus reveals grace and truth, John 1:17 see John 6:45

40. Jesus reveals the Father, Matt. 11:27; Luke 10:22

41. Jesus bears witness of Himself, John 8:18; 14:6

42. Jesus' works bear witness of Himself, John 5:36; 10:25

43. The Father bears witness of Jesus, John 5:37; 8:18; 1 John 5:9

44. The Holy Spirit bears witness of Jesus, John 15:26

45. The multitudes bear witness of Jesus, John 12:17

46. The Prophets bear witness of Jesus, Acts 10:43

47. The Scriptures bear witness of Jesus, John 5:39

48. The Father will honor us if we serve Jesus, John 12:26 see Col. 3:24

49. The Father wants us to fellowship with Jesus, 1 Cor. 1:9

50. The Father tells us to listen to Jesus, Luke 9:35; Matt. 17:5

51. Everyone who's heard & learned from the Father comes to Jesus, John 6:45

52. We come to Jesus, John 5:50; 6:35, 37, 45, 65; 7:37;

53. The Father draws us to Jesus, John 6:44

54. The Law leads us to Christ, Gal. 3:24

55. Jesus is the Rock, 1 Cor. 10:4 P # 4
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List of truth: Thoughts and questions

 The list was just about Jesus, but it starts the understanding that Absolute truth is only found

in the bible. 

 

The real questions we should be asking is where we find Absolute truth and why is it important

to have a foundation for our lives grounded in this truth.  Here are some though provoking

questions. 

 

How does absolute truth impact our view of politics?

Our view of God, faith, and religion? 

How about our lifestyle choices, jobs, and things we pursue in life?

How does truth impact our decision making? 

How does truth impact our view of our world? 

How does it shape our life’s choices? Should it shape our lives choices?

How does it shape our thinking process, education? 

 

Some of the wisest people I know have never been to college. I have met people who went to

college and no common sense, BA, MBA, and PHD.  People who have never seen past the 8th

grade yet have read more books then it takes to get these degrees. The opposite side is those

who gain education and wisdom together with absolute truth seem like a foundation of wisdom.

It is not about our book smarts as much as wisdom.  wisdom comes in many forms, but the

foundation of true wisdom is absolute truth. 

We were created by God; His truth is the foundations of our universe.  There are people every

day who try to live life based upon their own version of truth working opposite of God's

universal principles of truth.  It is like trying to tread water in an ocean if someone does not

help save you, eventually you will die.  The principles of truth have life and death within them. 
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Truth is life changing information

Truth is the foundations upon which we build our lives. Our

belief systems, cultures, governments, business,

relationships, and so many other areas are built upon good

truth or half-truth.  We must learn to build on a solid

foundation of truth and get rid of the half half-truths that are

prevalent in our lives. 

 Look at these examples:

We may build upon foundations such as lying. People of all cultures believe that there are times

to tell little white lies or half-truths to protect people.  The facts are that these only cloud our

judgements and harm relationships we are building. We should be honest in love even when we

know it may hurt someone’s feelings, we need to have faith to believe e it is best for all

concerned to have truth.  There are many relationships in the junk yard because of the pain

from these half-truths that separate and cause pain, division, doubt, truth issues, and so on. 

What goes in must come out: 

Here is another example that impacts our culture every day in almost every area of life.  We all

have TV, internet, phones, and other information that comes to us in so many ways.  All these

media avenues impact truth in our lives. When we eat good foods, we see the results in our

bodies outwardly and inwardly.  The things we allow our hearts, eyes, senses to taste, feel, and

experience are very powerful.  If we are allowing half-truths, junk, trash TV, Trashy internet,

situations, and environments in our lives we will grow in these things.  These are made

manifest in our lives after a period our values blend with these new value systems, we are

exposing ourselves too.  Exposing our lives to untruthful values systems will only harm us in

the end and lead us to hard times.

The facts are we must allow truth to flow in all the areas of our lives.  If we only expose our kids

to games on their phones, computer, consoles that are negative, vulgar, violent, lack of truthful

value systems then they are learning.  These things change them into who they will become

and their new values at their core.  People ask me almost every week how some people can

say or do what they do.  Why do people speak lies, misinformation then only to contradict

themselves later but still cannot see their error of their ways. These people have taught

themselves new value systems that are not lined up to truth but false truth. 

We have an old saying we become what we eat.  We become what we see, expose ourselves

too, watch, touch, imagine, and so on. I sang a song when I was a kid. Be careful little eyes

what you see, be careful little feet where you go, be careful little hands what you touch. These

are examples of how we often justify untruthful things in our lives as just what everyone else

does, is doing, cultural trends, and many other excuses that will harm us.  We cannot allow

these things to continue in our lives or truth, absolute truth is lost for people and they are

easily fooled into believe anything truth or not because they cannot recognize the truth.

We live in a new world culture that promotes lies, death, deceit, sexual perversion,

Godlessness, morals that are not set in truth but that change as you need them too.  These

ideas justify themselves with false truth, but absolute truth reveals the deception they bring.

Somehow killing babies became morally acceptable in society another false truth. Somehow

our definitions of marriage changed from man and women, another false truth. Somehow

people believed it was okay to tell lies, another false truth.  We have examples upon examples

we can look at to show us we need absolute truth back into the fabric of our society. The

question is who is willing to allow themselves to live in a truthful way.   

Judging truth is far less complicated then we may think.  We must learn to judge truth

according to God's word. I told us all in the beginning of this book we cannot know absolute

truth without God. God is the beginning, the word (Jesus) was at the beginning. John 1, in the

beginning was the word, the word was with God, and the word was God.  Truth cannot be

known apart from the creator of the universe no matter how hard we try we only find ourselves

in error when exclude the God of the bible.  Proverbs is filled with wonderful guides for all of us

in our lives, it should be a common required class in schools to teach us about life. We take GodP # 6



Life Changing questions

 Here are some questions we should be asking ourselves at this point.

Definition of truth is a fact, or something proven to be a fact. Webster along with other

dictionaries have defined truth in many ways but the most common theme is facts that are

proven beyond reasonable doubt.  The bible is the same because we know the Jesus is

Absolute truth and His words, bible which is confirmed by atheists, scientists, and historians all

over the world. People who believe and do not believe in God but confirms Jesus was alive on

earth, died, the resurrection.  The bible is a historical book. Facts are within its pages which

falls in line even with our definitions of truth.

 

What do we consider Truth to be? 

Do we just take peoples word for what truth is? Example media, do everything we see reported

by media make it truth today? 

Do all the goggle searches we do reveal truth as defined above?  

How can we compare what is told or said to us with absolute truth?  

How do we find facts on the Internet? 

Why do we have the book of Proverbs?  How does this impact truth in our lives? 

How can we compare what is told or said to us with absolute truth? 

How do we find facts on the Internet?

Why do we have the book of Proverbs?  How does this impact truth in our lives? 

What is the value system I live by?  Do I have a defined value system, or does it constantly

change over the years? 

 

 

 

Our value system is something we must understand. The value system that a person has is

developed by many things. The people we know, culture, taught beliefs, bible, facts, social

norms, and other things that impacts how we get information to base our beliefs or values. We

must consider where we get the information that has formed our value system to understand if

we are basing our values on truth or not. 

I believe we all encounter the truth our families give us out honest intent, most of the time. 

Uncle Joe may give dating advise about how it is okay to sleep around to make sure you

connect first with your potential spouse.  Grandma Betty may tell you wait till your married

before giving them your body. Mom and Dad may tell you something in between both if you

even listen to them.  Friends are going to tell you mostly what you want to hear or what is

socially correct in your circle of influence. So how do you establish what absolute truth would

be in a value system?  If you listen to all of these, you would be confused completely. 

The reason we need a solid value system is to guide our lives with purpose toward success. 

So, we need to decide who will give the foundation for your value system? People who are

trying to figure life out like you. I suggest something much different if we want facts or absolute

truth to be the foundations of our value system.  Absolute truth comes from the greatest

History book ever written selling more copies than any other history book, the bible.  If we base

our value system from the one who created us, the world, then if make sense we are going to

line up to become successful and headed for purpose in our lives. 

The bible teaches us this value system in detail. Purpose for each of our lives is taught to us in

detail, along with how to be successful in our lives. We not only have absolute truths to go by

but also great guides for all situations of our lives. Work, family, marriage, friends,

relationships, planning, investing, vacations, body, soul, and Spirit.  We are taught how to

become wealthy in our lives by living with these absolute truths and guides to help us stay on

course. P # 7



Foundations of the Truth value system from the bible

Foundations of the Truth value system from the bible

God is the creator of us all and everything. Trinity, God, Jesus(son), Holy Spirit. 3-1

God is love. God was first, last, King of Kings, we are created in God's   and likeness.

God loves us- God created man and women, Sin entered mankind in garden by disobedience,

Jesus was sent God's only Son as a sacrifice to solve the issue of sin separating us from a Holly

God. Salvation is a gift paid by Jesus on the cross for anyone who will repent of sin, believe, and

make Jesus Lord of their lives. When we are saved or born again, we start living in a right

relationship with God. adopted as one of His children.  Our new creation requires us to adopt

God's value system for creation which is found in the bible.

Any value system formed apart from God's value system is out of line with creation.  The only

solid foundation of a truth values system is God> He gave us the bible to reveal the plan for us,

our value system, and guide to purpose and success in our lives here on earth and for life

everlasting. 

We are born to live forever. Our Spirit, soul, live forever the body will die but we get a new one

to live eternally. God gives each person a free will to choose to live in Heaven or in Hell, with

God or apart from God. 

The Ten Commandments are absolute truths for us to live by. Proverbs is full of great guides for

our lives to keep these absolute truths. The bible is filled with truth to live in our lives. 

We do make mistakes, sin, but God gives us the plan to deal with that in our lives. 

Forgiveness, agape love, is absolute truth. The fruit of the Spirit is evidence we are growing in

Christ as we see these grow in our lives.  

The Holy Spirit is our teacher, empowers us to live out of Christ likeness, boldness, comforts,

and so much more.  Faith is an Absolute truth without faith a relationship with God is

impossible or following absolute truth. God has given each person a measure of faith when

they are born or conceived. God knows us even in the womb, which allows to understand

abortion is against God's absolute truth (Murder, Killing) He has plans for each person, life is

valuable, purposeful, and we each have gifts and abilities God gave us to use in our lives. We

must discover them with God's help. God teaches us to use our resources in life carefully. 

Giving is a truth principle. We reap, sow, plant, harvest.  

These are just a few but a great start to the foundation of Absolute truth we all grow in.  When

we allow these things to develop our value systems, we can judge decision of life and our

lifestyle to understand if we are on the right path.  The bible teaches us narrow is the path to

life everlasting but broad is the way that leads to death or hell, life without God. When we

understand these simple principles, we see that we must carefully have a set of truth in our

lives to guide us on this path. 

Most people do not plan to fail, they fail to plan.  They have no absolute value system. They

have built on the world ones or sand; it cannot stand the test of eternity. 
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Foundations of truth questions

 Here is a list of more study Scriptures

Psalms 86.11 119:160. 145:18, 18:3, 23:4, 27:1, 34:17, 50:15

John 1:1-17, 4:24.8:32, 14:6, 16:13, 17:17, 18:37-38, 8:36, 3:36

Isaiah 40:31, 41:10, 41:13, 43:2, 54:10, 54:17, 58:6, 61:1

 

What is the truth about how we were created? 

 

What are some of the foundations of truth we all must adopt into our lives?

 

Do the foundations of truth have the power of life and death?

 

Do the foundations of truth encourage a creative mindset? Destructive mindset?

 

How do these foundations of truth impact my life's choice today and in the future?
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Truth sets us free from bondages

Bondage is a very interesting word.  bondage is something we are held captive by to

something or by something.  Some people are bond by decisions they have made. Most people

would think of someone tied up or chained to something.  There are many ways to see

bondage. One way is to understand bondage keeps us from something. 

People today love to achieve things, to accomplish a goal or task.  Employer's often judge

people’s performance by the tasks they complete.  When people complete tasks at work and

do it with excellence they will be the ones who are rewarded, hopefully. 

How does absolute truth and bondage fit together? 

 

 

Absolute truth reveals that Adam and Eve disobeyed God in the Garden of Eden.  There was a

separation created once this happened from God and mankind.  Every time a child was born

into the world now there is a sinful nature that is present within them.  They without even

trying an inclined to sinful behavior.  The act of disobedience created this larger problem for all

of mankind to this day. 

So how does absolute truth deal with this problem?

God decided that He wanted to give mankind another change to be close to Himself.  God sent

His only Son, Jesus to earth to be born of both man and God, the incarnation.  Jesus would be

the sacrifice to cover all the sins of the world or mankind.  God made a temporary sin covering

before Jesus came by sacrificing animals. The act by the priests would only last one year and it

was very dangerous as if sin existed these priests would die in the presence of a Holy God.  

Jesus was born of a virgin, Mary that is why we celebrate Christmas.  Easter is the moment in

time we celebrate because of the Resurrection of Jesus after being Crucified on the cross three

days before.  Jesus died to pay the price for the sins of mankind, to allow us all to come to God,

to be made right, adopted into the family as kids. John 3:16-17 gives a wonderful picture to see

the plan.  We must go through the process of repentance or turning away from sin, asking

forgiveness, and pledging ourselves to live for Jesus allowing Him to make us new.  We are here

the words spoken born again, we do become a new creation spiritually, Jesus comes to live

within our hearts and change the sinful nature we were born with. 

The process takes time for us to become Christlike but absolute truth guides us in the process. 

We must adopt the absolute truth guides to life if we are going to become like Christ or we will

only be fooling ourselves.  Half-truth living is a problem we have seen even for Jesus.  The

people who plotted against Jesus to kill him were those who lived without Absolute truth in all

areas of life.  They were living half-truth lives which allowed their views to be distorted

believing they were doing good while doing evil. 

Truth will bring freedom to those who are in bondage from half-truth in their lives.  Truth allows

freedom to reign in our lives and for us to them become Christ like with the help of God's Holy

Spirit. We know the Holy Spirit is very powerful. In the beginning the Spirit went along the face

of the earth carrying out God's spoken word.  John speaks to us in the beginning of the book

written, In the beginning was the Word, the Word was with God and the Word was God. We

have a foundation we can live successfully by in our lives.  
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Freedom from Bondage questions

There are all types of bondages:

Bondages to becoming comfortable

Not accepting change or grow in life

Old thinking or the sinful nature of man's ways 

laziness not preparing to learn or grow in our lives, Christ like characters

Past sinful behaviors, thought life, habits 

Old ways, jobs, friends, that no longer have the same truth systems

Where are monies going and giving in our lives

Lifestyle changes such as TV we watch or music we listen to.

 These are just a few of the common mistakes we make in our truth value systems. Truth teaches us we must
become separate from how the sinful word does things and sees things.  We do not separate from the world,
but we excel in the world with God's value system in all areas of our lives. When hold onto the old sinful
values systems of the world and do not adopt God's system we set ourselves up for failure. 

When we try to stand one foot on either side of a barbed fence as someone from one side or the others pull,
we �nd ourselves hurting. We fall injuring ourselves leaving painful memories.  The blaming game or feeling
sorry for ourselves is one of the most dangerous ways we live.  We live to start justifying our truth value
system to allow us to live how we want instead of our value system guiding us to live. 

 

What are some old habits that need to change in your truth value system?

What painful injuries do you have from trying to do things halfhearted in your value system?

How can you implement changes to �x your value system?

What areas of growth are you working on today and in the future?

How does your lifestyle choices such as TV, Music, and so online up with being Christ like?

God teaches us that the Truth shall set you free.  Bondages are freed in our lives by the truth.

The study on truth we are working on again is not to answer all your questions.  We are just

beginning a journey that may last a lifetime of living out Gods truth value system in our lives. 

Every day we grow and are freed from bondages. 
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Truth is something we must learn to master and use in our lives

The truth value system is something we are to learn to master in our lives.  The closer we grow

towards mastering this system in our lives the more productive we become.  Effective people in

life learn to embrace the truth value system and they are rewarded.  If we do not learn to

master our thoughts, then our actions start to follow our thoughts.  What we listen too negative

things all the time then we begin to get negative as well. These are signs to watch out for in

our lives which will have a great impact upon the truth value system. 

 

 

List 10 truth's that a truth value system must have.

Where do we get our truth value system? Why is it important we have this system the

foundations of our lives?

What areas of our countries governments, businesses are founded on the truth value system? 

What has changed about the truth value system in our country?

What goals do you hope to accomplish by adoption of the truth value system? 

 

Commitment page:

I ______________________________commit to develop or adopt God's truth value system in my life.

I have given my life to Christ and I am ready to stop living half-truth as my value system.  I am

working to become more Christ-like in my life. 

The journey toward adoption of a truth value system takes time.  The study tools here are

based on the bible and God as the creator of the universe.  Truth is something we must grow

with in our lives. The guide will never answer all questions, but the goals is to begin a

foundation of truth in the lives of people.  Feel free to email us with questions or comments

revronbennett@yahoo.com

Thank you for using our study materials today. Our goal with this guide and all our materials is

to point toward Jesus and a relationship with Him. We believe some very vital things in our

value system the bible lays out for us and encourage people to continue to search and grow in

truth. 
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Thank You

https://www.facebook.com/ronbennett

https://www.twitter.com/RonBennett

https://www.plus.google.com/leadership101.blog
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